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PartnerTrützschler Nonwovens

Nonwoven lines

Our passion is machines and everything associated with the economic production of high-quality nonwovens.  

We love the challenge of opening up new fields of application with new materials and innovative technologies. 

When you choose machines and installations from Trützschler Nonwovens, you can be sure that all components –  

whether supplied by Trützschler Nonwovens or one of our trusted partners – are perfectly coordinated.

We accompany you from planning to commissioning, from fiber opening to the finished nonwoven roll.  

Are you only interested in individual components from our product range? Welcome – our machines also set  

standards as solitaires.

Since several years our heart belongs to sustainable nonwovens production. In our solutions, ecology and economic  

success go hand in hand.

Competence along the entire process chain

Our aim is to turn your product ideas into reality. Whatever fiber you use, whatever process you choose, we implement your 

requirements in a  way that ensures optimal production. 
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SPUNLACED
NONWOVEN LINES 

  

PET 
  PP

Hydroentangled nonwovens

Many of Trützschler Nonwovens’ core competencies bundle along the spunlaced 

(hydroentangled) nonwovens value chain. 

It’s its versatility that makes spunlaced nonwovens the fastest growing segment. 

High-pressure water jets efficiently entangle single fibers – giving the web  

exactly the strength, thickness, structure and surface asked for by the application.  

Products range from single-layer, light-weight materials to heavy-weight, multi- 

layer composites. 

Our focus is on complete line concepts with the AquaJet as central unit for entan-

gling and our multi-drum dryers for energy-efficient drying.

Typical end products

The most common end-use for spunlaced nonwovens is wipes. Dry wipes, wet 

wipes, baby wipes, personal care or household wipes – all these products benefit 

from the spunlacing process‘ flexibility.  

Hygiene and medical markets ask for several other single- use products. Examples 

are spunlaced cosmetic pads, beauty masks, baby diaper and femcare top-sheets  

or wound dressings. 

Besides, also durable products often are made from hydroentangled nonwovens. 

The smooth surface given by the water jets makes for an ideal coating substrate. 

Pure technical end uses are light-weight geotextiles and  filter hoses in hot-gas  

filtration systems that ask for especially homogeneous, high-strength materials.

4
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T-BLEND T-WEB T-BOND T-DRY T-WIND

Machinery for hydroentangled nonwovens

Web bonding with AquaJet – 

T-BOND

The AquaJet is a well-known 

name and proven in more 

than 130 installations world-

wide. It’s modular design with 

spunlace drums, compacting 

and dewatering sections allows 

for a bonding process exactly 

matching the fiber blend and 

the final product.

Fiber preparation –  

T-BLEND

To ensure a top-quality end 

product, it is essential to 

maintain a continuous, uniform 

material flow from bale opener 

to the web former. Our modu-

lar T-BLEND system allows for 

high line throughputs. A choice 

of bale and fine openers, weigh-

ing and blending systems as 

well as accessories for reliable 

fiber transport opens up the 

door to individual installations 

that exactly meet requirements.

Web drying –  

T-DRY

Drum dryers combine a high 

evaporation capacity with a 

small footprint. In 1929 we 

developed the first drum dryer 

based on the through-air prin-

ciple – and since then we are 

constantly optimizing the en-

ergy-intensive drying process. 

Our modular multi-drum dryers 

(TWF-MDD) with intermediate 

chamber are tailor-made to the 

line’s specific requirements. 

Web forming –  

T-WEB

We provide roller cards for 

efficiently processing a variety 

of natural and man-made fibers. 

Our multi-purpose TWF-NC 

card is accompanied by the ran-

dom card  TWF-NCR, the Airlay 

solution TWF-NCA and the high- 

speed variant TWF-NCT. They 

all offer excellent carding and  

blending for single-layer, multi- 

layer, parallel, random or con-

densed webs. Our program also 

comprises different crosslappers  

for forming webs that are par-

ticularly wide, thick or virtually 

isotropic.

Web winding –  

T-WIND

Nonwoven production lines 

differ greatly – accordingly, we 

offer various winding tech-

nologies. Examples are the 

TWW-SD master roll winder 

for offline processes or the 

fully-automatic TWW-TD turret 

disc winder with inline slitting 

capability to produce ready-

for-sale nonwoven rolls. The 

automativ unwinder TWW-UW 

completes Trützschler’s winder 

portfolio.
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The classic solution: lines for polyester/viscose fiber blends

The largest segment of spunlaced nonwovens is the wipes market. A blend of viscose and polyester 

(PET) fibers turned out to be the most convincing raw material. Cost effective polyester fibers give soft-

ness while viscose delivers the absorbancy needed for high-quality wipes. 

Single-use wet and dry wipes add hundreds of thousands of tons to the waste mountain each year. When 

thrown away carelessly, nonwovens containing petroleum-based PET or PP fibers disintegrate into micro 

plastics that stay in the environment for many years.

Sustainable nonwovens from 
100 % re-generated cellulose fibers

Both viscose and Iyocell fibers are man-made fibers derived from cellulose. Plantation hardwood is firstly 

chemically processed into dissolved wood pulp and then spun into staple fibers or filament yarns.

Re-generated cellulose fibers come from renewable resources, most often from beechwood, spruce or 

gum wood. They are 100 % biodegradable which qualifiesboth viscose and lyocell fibers for the produc-

tion of sustainable nonwovens.

Carded/ spunlaced nonwovens from 100 % viscose or lyocell fibers are strong, yet soft and absorb liquids 

quickly – a good choice for baby, personal care or medical wipes.

 

On the market there is a broad variety of fiber types with different characteristics to suit different end 

products’ requirements. Since the fibers are man-made, they are as easy to process as, for instance, 

polyester fibers.
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Solutions for spunlaced nonwovens from man-made fibers

High-speed lines for hydroentangled nonwovens 

Raw material:  viscose, lyocell, PET and / or PP fibers

Web weights: 30 – 100 gsm

Output:   more than 20,000 tons / year (depending on fiber type, web weight and working width)

End products: dry and wet baby and body wipes; medical textiles

Crosslapping line with NC cards

Raw material: viscose, lyocell, PET and / or PP fibers

Web weights: 30 – 100 gsm

Output:   more than 8,000 tons / year (depending on fiber type, web weight and working width)

End products: dry and moist baby and body wipes; medical textiles, cosmetic beauty masks.

Fiber preparation Carding and web forming Spunlacing / drying / winding

TWF-NCT TWF-NCTTBL-BO TBL-BB AquaJet TWB-AJ TWD-MDD TWW-TD

Fiber preparation Web forming (carding, crosslapping and web drafting)

TWF-NC or TWF-NCT TWF-NC or TWF-NCTTBL-BO TBL-BB

Spunlacing / drying / winding

AquaJet TWB-AJ TWD-MDD TWW-TDTWF-CLH

TWF-WD
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Lines for cotton nonwovens

Consumers love cotton fibers and their soft, luxurious touch. Not only the skin-friendly characteristic  

of cotton fibers is an advantage. Due to their irregular shape, they also pick up dirt very well. Moreover, 

the fibers absorb liquids quickly due to the swelling behavior.

All these properties make cotton an excellent choice for hygiene single-use  products such as wet and  

dry wipes, femcare products, cosmetic pads and wound dressings. 

 

Cotton fiber quality, end product and process requirements differ significantly. For this reason,  

Trützschler Nonwovens offers several machines and line  configurations for efficiently processing

•  virgin cotton, 

•  bleached and unbleached qualities,

•  blends from virgin material and comber noils and even 

•  100 % noils

Solutions for hemp, flax and natural fibers

Thousands of years ago natural fibers from plants and animals were the first materials used for manual 

felting. Today, hemp, jute, nettle, pineapple and other fibers are turned into environmentally friendly solu-

tions for durable and even single use nonwovens. 

Especially the flexible needle-punching process deliver innovative, biodegradable products. These provide 

a performance as good or even better as conventional nonwovens containing synthetic fibers.

SPUNLACED
NONWOVENS LINES  

FROM COTTON  
AND NATURAL FIBERS
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Cotton lines I

Flexible production lines for cotton nonwovens

End products: cotton wipes and cosmetic pads

Web weight: 35 – 120 gsm

Line speed: 60 – 180 m/min 

Also suited for processing natural fibers

Inline configurations with two NCR random cards:

Fiber preparation Web forming – carding Spunlacing / drying / winding

TWF-NCR TWF-NCA TWF-NCRTBL-BO TBL-BB TBL-FO AquaJet TWB-AJ TWD-MDD TWW-TD

Web weight: 35 – 120 gsm

Line speed: 60 – 120 m/min

Inline configurations with one airlay and one random card:

Web weight: 130 – 400 gsm

Line speed: 15 – 60 m/min

Inline configurations with two random and one airlay card:
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Cotton lines II

Crosslapper lines for isotropic nonwovens

Nearly isotropic webs with a high random layer are formed  

by a combination of NCR card and crosslapper.

Web weight: 35 – 50 gsm

Line speed: 20 – 40 m/min

End products: cotton wipes and outer layers for cosmetic pads

Small capacity lines with Trützschler flat top cards

Flat top cards are known for their ability to reduce the nep content  

in cotton fiber tufts. Gentle carding and web forming results in  

spotless, homogeneous webs.

Cosmetic pads:

Web weights: 130 – 300 gsm 

Line speed: up to 35 m/min

Larger capacity lines with flat top and roller cards

The combination of flat top and roller cards increases throughput  

and guarantees a high web quality.

Cosmetic pads:

Web weights: 130 – 300 gsm 

Line speed: up to 50 m/min

SPUNLACED
NONWOVENS LINES  

FROM COTTON
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Web forming (carding) Spunlacing / drying / winding

TC Card TWF-NCA TC Card AquaJet TWB-AJ TWD-MDD TWW-TD

Spunlacing / drying / windingWeb forming (carding)
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3 or 4 Trützschler Flat Top CardsFi
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MiniJet TWB-MJ TWD-MDD Winder

Web forming (carding, crosslapping and web drafting)
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Spunlacing / drying / winding
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TWF-NCR TWF-CLH TWF-WD AquaJet TWB-AJ TWD-MDD TWW-TD
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Why nonwovens with paper-grade wood pulp 
(Northern Bleached Softwood Kraft)

Paper-grade NBSK pulp is a new, cost effective material for highly-functional, sustainable nonwovens. 

Basis is a wet-laid web. In the WLS (Wet-Laid/Spunlaced) process, a blend of pulp and short viscose or 

lyocell fibers is dispersed in water and laid down on a belt. A highly randomly oriented web forms. 

The CP technology combines the wet-laid web from 100 % pulp with a carded web from standard viscose 

or lyocell fibers. When these webs are hydroentangled by high-pressure water jets, plain, structured or 

perforated nonwovens result. 

The technologies are high-speed, high-productivity processes reaching production speeds of 300 m/min 

at the winder.

Typical end products

WLS already is the technology of choice for producing moist toilet tissue (MTT). Higher-strength non-

wovens can also be produced by changing line settings. 

 

CP products give excellent baby and body wipes. They combine the advantages of pulp (cost effective, 

voluminous and absorbent) with those of lyocell or viscose fibers (sufficient strength and softness).

Teaming up with Voith, leading partner to the paper industry

When an end product requires wet-laying, Trützschler Nonwovens closely cooperates with Voith.  

The company is a specialist for wet-laying machinery including the entire water treatment system.

SPUNLACED
NONWOVENS LINES  
FROM WOOD PULP  

(WLS AND CP)
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CP: A flexible line for WLS nonwovens,  

carded/spunlaced nonwovens and CP products

Raw material: paper-grade wood pulp, re-generated  

cellulose fibers (viscose, lyocell) – for sustainable  

nonwovens

Flexible lines for carded / pulp (CP)  

and WLS nonwovens

Web weights:  some 50 gsm; pulp layer  

more than 25 gsm

Line speed: up to 300 m/min

End products:  baby and body wipes;  

flushable wipes (MTT)  

without card

WLS: A line for flushable wipes or baby / body wipes

Raw material: paper-grade wood pulp, re-generated  

cellulose fibers (viscose, lyocell) – for sustainable  

nonwovens

Lines for wet-laid / spunlaced (WLS) nonwovens

Web weights: some 50 gsm

Line speed: up to 300 m/min

End products:  flushable wipes (MTT);  

baby and body wipes
Spunlacing / drying / windingWet-laying (by Voith)

HydroFormer AquaJet TWB-AJ TWD-MDD TWW-SDTWD-MDD

Wet-laying (by Voith) Spunlacing / drying / windingWet-laying (by Voith) Fiber preparation / carding

HydroFormer AquaJet TWB-AJ TWD-MDD TWW-SDTWD-MDDTWF-NCT
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PRODUCTION LINES FOR  

 NEEDLE-PUNCHED 
NONWOVENS

T-SUPREMA

Needle-punched nonwovens

The largest fiber-based nonwovens segment is needle-punched nonwovens. Growth is fueled by innovative 

technical applications and new fiber materials.  

A variety of fibers can be processed. Thousands of steel needles in a needle loom entangle man-made 

fibers such as polyester and polypropylene, high performance fibers (Aramid fibers, PPS...), natural fibers 

(cotton, wool, hemp, flax, etc.) and even glass or metal fibers.

Typical end products

Needle-punched nonwovens are optimally suited for many industrial applications. High strength and

low elongation in longitudinal and transverse direction provide geotextiles, filter materials, automotive

textiles and technical felts with high durability.

Partnering up with Texnology

Trützschler Nonwovens and Texnology joined their respective strengths to offer the needling line you are 

looking for. Our target: make operations as easy as never before.

About Texnology s.r.l.

Core business is the manufacturing of crosslappers, batt drafting systems and needle looms. The product 

portfolio is rounded off by accessories, tools and spare parts. 

Nevertheless, we are also able to supply complete nonwoven lines. Today we count about 180 plants for 

needling, thermobonding, hydroentangling and chemical bonding all over the world.

Texnology’s foundation dates back the 1950s when Vani Olivo started a nonwoven business. With a 40-year 

background in nonwovens production, Texnology successfully began constructing nonwoven machinery in 

the 90’s.   

Our aim is our customer’s satisfaction.

14

A cooperation between
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T-BLEND 
and T-WEB

Machinery for needle-punched nonwovens

To ensure a top-quality end product, it is 

essential to maintain a continuous, uniform 

material flow from bale opener to the web 

former. Our bale and fine openers, weigh-

ing and blending systems ensure reliable 

fiber transport even in high throughput 

lines.

Our various roller cards – the multi-pur-

pose card TWF-NC, the random card 

TWF-NCR and the high-speed variant 

TWF-NCT – efficiently process natural, 

man-made and even performance fibers.

Crosslapping and web drafting are import-

ant process steps for establishing the  

web weight, working width and fiber ori-

entation needed. Crosslapper, web drafter 

and batt turner are provided on a case-to-

case basis by either Texnology s.r.l. or by 

Trützschler Nonwovens.

Texnology’s machinery is designed for three major 

goals: minimize stand still times, keep product qual-

ity high and make life easy for the plant manager.

Special designs minimize stress on components 

thus reducing or even preventing vibrations, noise, 

leakage, wear and tear. The modular built allows 

for easy accessibility and effortless maintenance. 

Optional features such as suction units for the  

needling zone further help to keep uptime high.

The six single and double board needle loom types 

come in working widths up to 12 meters. Needle 

looms with a revolutionary elliptical needling move-

ment are available as well. In addition to the

comprehensive product portfolio, different needle 

densities, stroke amplitudes and stroke frequen-

ciesetc. ensure perfect adaptability to customers’ 

requirements.

To ensure efficient further processing we 

team up with trusted partners. They are 

able to supply exactly those components 

needed for manufacturing top-quality 

needle-punched end products. Concern-

ing calanders, stenters or batch winder, 

we have best partners at hand to discuss 

and implement your requirements.

Texnology‘s 
needle looms

Finishing and 
winding
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Wet-laying (by Voith)Web forming (carding, crosslapping and web drafting)

TWF-TFV + TWF-NC TWF-CL
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Crosslapper by Texnology

TWF-NC
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Crosslapper by Texnology

Needle-punched geotextiles

Geotextiles serve many purposes. When it is 

about long-term drainage or soil layer separa-

tion in dikes, landfills or tunnel constructions, 

needle-punched nonwovens from synthetic 

fibers come into play. Elongation, shear and 

puncture resistance, hydraulic performance 

as well as resistance to chemical and biologi-

cal degradation become crucial properties. 

In other applications, for instance temporary 

road construction, bank and coastal protec-

tion or gardening, eco-friendly needled mate-

rials start playing a role. They biodegrade over 

time and prevent micro plastics entering the 

environment.

Web weights:    below 100 up to 3,000 gsm

Fiber used:  PP, PET, PA, recycled fibers, 

shoddy (CO) and natural  

fibers (e.g. jute, coconut 

fibers)
Web forming (carding, crosslapping and web drafting)

Geotextiles by 
T-SUPREMA lines

PRODUCTION LINES FOR  

 NEEDLE-PUNCHED 
NONWOVENS

T-SUPREMA
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Medium capacity T-SUPREMA line up to 600-700 kg/h:

Web weight: up to 800 gsm

Fibers:  PP, PET, recycling fibers of 4.4-12 dtex

Fiber length:  up to 100-120 mm

Product width: up to 7,000 mm product width

Crosslapper type depending on product width

Needle-punching / finishing / winding

TWF-WD Needle looms by Texnology Calander Scanner Accumulator Batch winder

TWF-WD Needle looms and felt drafter by Texnology Calander Scanner Accumulator Batch winderStenter

High capacity T-SUPREMA line up to 1,200 kg/h:

Web weight: up to 800 gsm

Fibers:  PP, PET, recycling fibers of 4.4-12 dtex

Fiber length:  up to 100-120 mm

Product width: up to 7,000 mm product width

Needle-punching / finishing / winding
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Needle-punched nonwovens in filtration

Needled filtration media are essential to pro-

tect against pollution. They play a major role in 

both air and liquid filtration.

Everday products are air purifiers, automotive 

cabin air filters and HVAC (Heating, Ventilation 

and Air Conditionin) systems. Hot-gas filtration 

in cement kilns and waste invineration plants 

is another prominent application.

Needle felts also offer a high separation effi-

ciency of dirt particles in liquids. A typical end 

use is belt filtration of cooling lubricants in me-

chanical treatment processes such as grinding.

Typical web weights:   below 100 up to more 

than 1,000 gsm

Fiber used:   PET, PP, Aramid, PPS, 

PTFE, glass, ceramic 

fibers

Filter media by  
T-SUPREMA lines

TWF-NCFi
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Crosslapper by Texnology

PRODUCTION LINES FOR  

 NEEDLE-PUNCHED 
NONWOVENS

T-SUPREMA
Web forming (carding, crosslapping and web drafting)
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TWF-WD

Needle loom Needle looms by Texnology Calander Scanner Accumulator Batch winderBatt Turner

Inline process with needle looms

AquaJet TWB-AJ Calander Scanner Accumulator Batch winderTWD-MDD

Inline process with AquaJet for hydroentanglement

Offline process with either needle looms or AquaJet hydroentanglement

Batch winder Unwinder Needle looms by Texnology Calander Scanner Accumulator Batch winder

Needle-punching / finishing / winding

Spunlacing / drying / finishing / winding

Unwinding / needle-punching / finishing / windingWinding
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Needle-punched automotive textiles

Application of needled materials range from  

decorative elements (headliner, trim etc,) to  

acoustic insulation and structural foam  

alternatives.

Web weights:  below 100 up to 1,500 gsm  

for visible and up to 2,000 gsm 

for non-visible components

Fiber used:  PP, PA, PET for visible compo-

nents hemp, jute, flax, PP, PA, 

PET, glass fibers and recycled  

material for non-visible components

Automotive, technical 
felts and specialities

TWF-NC
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Crosslapper by Texnology

TWF-TFV + TWF-NC

PRODUCTION LINES FOR  

 NEEDLE-PUNCHED 
NONWOVENS

Special applications

Often needle-punched nonwovens serve 

specific requirements in very specific appli-

cations. We love to find special solutions for 

your product ideas.

Web forming (carding, crosslapping and web drafting)
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Compensating 
Table

Needle looms by Texnology Calander Scanner Accumulator Batch winder

AquaJet TWB-AJ Calander Scanner Accumulator Batch winderTWD-MDD

Process with AquaJet for hydroentanglement

TWF-WD

TWF-NCR 
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TWF-CL Needle looms by Texnology Accumulator Batch winder

Needle-punching / finishing / winding

Spunlacing / drying / finishing / winding

Web forming (carding and crosslapping) Needle-punching / winding
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Through-air bonded nonwovens

While web bonding by needling and hydroentangling is achieved by fiber entangling, thermobonding 

“glues“ the loose fibers in the web. Fibers used are either bi-component qualities or blends of polymer 

fibers with different melting points. When the web enters the thermobonder or belt oven , hot air sur-

passes the web. Some fibers melt and glue the fiber junctions.

Chemically bonded nonwovens

In chemical bonding processes, liquid or foam-based binders impregnate the web. In the oven the binding 

agents dries and bonds the single fibers.

A major end use for binder bonded nonwovens is ADL, the Acquistion- and Distribution Layer in diapers. The 

coarser fibers ensure the prompt passage of liquids into the diaper’s absorbent core
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PRODUCTION LINES FOR  

THROUGH-AIR AND 
CHEMICAL BONDING 

NONWOVENS 

TWF-NC
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TWF-CLH TWF-WD

Calander

TWF-TD

Airlay

Belt oven

Stacker

Web forming (carding, crosslapping, web drafting) Through-air bonding / finishing / winding

Through-air bonding line for high-loft nonwovens
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Machinery for through-air and chemical bonded nonwovens

Fiber preparation and web forming – T-BLEND and T-WEB

The T-BLEND components maintain a continuous, uniform material flow from the bale opener to the web 

former. Efficient processing of bi-component and man-made fibers used in thermo- and chemical bond-

ing processes is ensured by the TWF-NC multi-purpose card. 

Web bonding with a thermobonder – T-BOND

Our Omega-shaped thermobonder for through-air bonding offers excellent temperature uniformity for 

homogeneous web bonding and energy efficiency for low conversion costs.

Web bonding with foulards and ovens – T-BOND

Trützschler Nonwovens offers both liquid and foam foulrads. While foam-based processes reduce the 

amount of binders needed, liquid foulards are especially suited for high-speed installations. The foulard is 

followed by a can dryer, a drum oven and a hot flue to ensure complete drying.

Flexible line for the production of hygiene nonwovens

TWF-NC
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TWB-LA

TWB-OTB

Web forming (carding) Chemical bonding or through-air bonding / winding

Process for through-air bonded nonwovens

End products: top sheets, ADL (Aquisition & Distribution Layer); 

Process for binder bonded nonwovens

End products:ADL (Aquisition & Distribution Layer); 

without hotflue also for interlinings

TWW-TDHotflue

Can dryer

TWB-FA



Fiber preparation installations: Bale openers · Mixers · Cleaners /  
Openers · Foreign part separators · Dust separators · Tuft blenders 

Waste cleaners | Cards | Draw frames | Combing machines |  
Digital Solutions

Bale openers / Mixers | Card feeders | Cards / Crosslappers 
Wet laying lines | Hydroentangling, needling, thermo- and chemical  

bonding lines | Finishing, drying, winding, slitting machinery |
Digital Solutions

Filament lines: Carpet yarns (BCF) · Industrial yarns |
Digital Solutions

Metallic wires: Cards · Cards long staple · Cards Nonwovens  
Rotor spinning | Flat tops | Fillets | Carding segments
Service machines | Digital Solutions | Service 24 / 7
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